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Abstract
We derive the general equations of motion for a braneworld containing a
(localized) domain wall. Euclideanization gives the geometry for braneworld
false vacuum decay. We explicitly derive these instantons and compute the
amplitude for false vacuum decay. We also show how to construct a toy
ekpyrotic instanton. Finally, we comment on braneworlds with a compact
spatial direction and the adS soliton.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The braneworld scenario [1,2], i.e., the idea that our observable four-dimensional universe
is somehow a localized ‘defect’ or worldbrane in a higher dimensional spacetime, has seen
an almost inflationary-like expansion of development and understanding recently, motivated
in part by interest in unusual geometric resolutions of the hierarchy problem [3–5], but also
by the ubiquity of branes in string and M-theory [6]. The main feature distinguishing the
braneworld from a standard Kaluza-Klein (KK) dimensional reduction is that physics is not
averaged over these extra dimensions, but strongly localized on this braneworld. As such, it
provides a compelling alternative to standard compactification for theories in which extra
dimensions are mandatory.
At the risk of oversimplification, the classes of models considered in nonstandard com-
pactification can be split into roughly two categories: those with ‘flat’ extra dimensions
(or nongravitating branes) such as the original models of Arkani-Hamed et. al. (ADD) [3],
and those with warped extra dimensions (or self-gravitating branes) such as the Randall-
Sundrum (RS) models [4,5]. Generally, the former ADD models have the braneworld sitting
in a compact space of dimension two or higher with a standard gravitational KK reduction,
whereas the RS models have only a single extra dimension – a domain wall universe(s) liv-
ing at the edge of anti-de Sitter (adS) spacetime, with an exotic KK gravitational reduction
[7]. However, there are variations on these themes which include features of both, such as
descriptions which consistently include gravity in the vacuum ADD models [8], and higher
co-dimension RS-style universes with both idealized [9], as well as ‘thick brane’ sources
[10,11].
The key feature which makes the RS scenario so compelling and viable a brane-universe
model, is that is that gravity on the domain wall is precisely Einstein gravity at low energies,
i.e.,
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν = 8πGTµν (1)
This result is of course perturbative [5,12], and does not include the effect of the short-range
KK corrections. Also, strictly, it is only valid for a single brane universe – the presence of a
second wall introduces a radion, representing the distance between the branes, which mod-
ifies the Einstein gravity to Brans-Dicke gravity [12–14]. Non-perturbative results however,
particularly understanding the effect of the KK modes, are somewhat sparse. The simplest
exact solutions (and those first explored) are the ‘zero-mode’ solutions [15,16], which take
a four-dimensional Einstein solution on the braneworld and keep it translationally invariant
in the extra dimension, which contains all the nontrivial adS behaviour. Such solutions ob-
viously obey the 4D Einstein equations (1), however, they do not represent localized objects
in a five dimensional sense, and they tend to suffer from singularities at the adS horizon,
as well as instabilities, [17], which indicate a fairly crucial intervention of the KK modes in
the gravitational field on the brane. Perhaps the most interesting non-perturbative solution
– a black hole bound to the brane – requires a five-dimensional C-metric, which is so far
unforthcoming. (See [18] for lower, 3+1, dimensional analogues.)
Perhaps the most important non-perturbative solutions are the cosmological solu-
tions [19–23], which represent idealized brane FRW cosmologies. These also suffer from
2
singularities, although these are more of a cosmological variety; more importantly however,
they display departures from the 4D Einstein behaviour. The effect of the KK modes in
this case is to introduce non-standard higher order terms in the Friedmann equation, first
noted by Binetruy et. al. [19], and later computed for completely arbitrary braneworlds
matching different adS spacetimes [23,22]. Cosmological solutions also have an interesting
link to string theory via the adS/CFT correspondence (see e.g. [24,25] for discussions).
Our interest is in non-perturbative solutions of a slightly different nature. Recall that the
key original observation of Rubakov and Shaposhnikov in their domain wall universe set-up
was in the interpretation of zero-modes on the domain wall as confined particles living on
the brane. For example, suppose we have a λφ4 kink interacting with an additional scalar,
σ, via a potential of the form
V (φ, σ) =
λ
4
(φ2 − η2)2 + λ˜
4
σ4 + (φ2 −m2)σ2. (2)
Then, the state 〈σ〉 = 0, while stable in the true vacuum 〈φ〉 = ±η, is tachyonic at the
core of the wall; the scalar field σ then develops a condensate on the core of the wall σ0(z)
(writing z for the perpendicular coordinate). One can therefore envisage this scalar as an
inflaton – perhaps stuck for a while in a false vacuum, and having a choice of true vacua (the
condensates) in which to roll. The above potential would lead to a time-dependent slow roll
problem, however, it also raises the (asymptotically static) possibility of rolling to alternate
vacua in different asymptotic regions of the braneworld, reminiscent of the tachyonic kink of
non-BPS D-branes [26]. Such a configuration – a kink in the σ-field lying entirely within the
core of the wall – is quite well studied, at least in the absence of gravity, in the context of
nested topological defects in field theory [27,28], and this particular configuration is known
as a domain ribbon [27].
In a previous paper [29], we explored the self-gravity of an idealized domain ribbon -
a ‘vortex’, or codimension 2 delta-function source nested inside the brane universe. These
idealized sources could be included in the Israel junction conditions [30] yielding a well-
defined spacetime geometry. The spacetime turns out to be a general adS bulk with a
kinked boundary – the kink being the location of the ribbon. This set-up then describes
nested domain walls in particular, a “nested RS scenario” was introduced in [29] consisting
of a Minkowski ribbon on an adS braneworld. Clearly however, by analytic continuation, the
domain ribbon solution and a braneworld instanton are closely related, just as the domain
wall and false vacuum decay instanton are closely related via the work of Coleman and de
Luccia [31].
In this paper, we give a detailed derivation of the domain ribbon spacetime, including
the possibility of non Z2-symmetric braneworlds (section II). In section III we derive some
explicit solutions, both to gain intuition for the domain ribbon spacetime as well as deriving
some useful canonical geometries for building instantons, which is the topic of section IV.
In particular, in section IV, as well as calculating the tunneling amplitude for false vacuum
decay, we also show how to construct a toy ‘ekpyrotic instanton’ a simplified form of the
brane peeling used in the ekpyrotic scenario [32]. Finally, in section V we conclude and
discuss braneworlds with a compact spatial direction.
3
II. THE DOMAIN RIBBON
Consider the gravitational field generated by a domain ribbon source. In general, it
will depend on only two spacetime coordinates, r and z say, with z roughly representing the
direction orthogonal to the domain wall (our brane universe), and r the direction orthogonal
to the domain ribbon (or vortex) within our brane universe. Schematically, the energy-
momentum tensor of this source will have the following form:
Tab = σhab
δ(z)√
gzz
+ µγab
δ(z)δ(r)√
gzzgrr
(3)
where hab is the induced metric on the brane universe, and γab the induced metric on the
vortex. The symmetries of this energy-momentum tensor mean that we can treat the vortex
as a constant curvature spacetime. The most general metric consistent with these symmetries
can (generalizing [22]) in n-dimensions be reduced to the form
ds2 = A
2
(n−2)dx2κ − e2νA−
(n−3)
(n−2) (dr2 + dz2) (4)
where dx2κ represents the ‘unit’ metric on a constant curvature spacetime (κ = 0 corresponds
to an (n − 2)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, κ = ±1 to (n − 2)-dimensional de-Sitter
and anti-de Sitter spacetimes). A and ν are functions of r and z to be determined by the
equations of motion. Here, the brane universe sits at z = 0, the vortex at r = z = 0. This
is basically an analytic continuation of the cosmological metric in [22], where it is the time
translation symmetry ∂t which is broken, rather than ∂r. The key result of that paper of
relevance here was to show that the conformal symmetry of the t, z plane meant that the
gravity equations were completely integrable in the bulk, and the brane universe was simply
a boundary (T (τ), Z(τ)) of that bulk (identified with another boundary of another general
bulk). The dynamical equations of the embedding of the boundary reduced to pseudo-
cosmological equations for Z(τ). We now briefly review this argument in the context of the
current problem, noting that it is essentially analogous to a generalized Birkhoff theorem
[33].
First of all, transform the (r, z) coordinates to complex coordinates (ω, ω¯) where ω =
z + ir, ω¯ = z − ir, in which the bulk equations of motion reduce to:
∂∂¯A =
1
2
|Λ|A 1n−2 e2ν + (n− 2)(n− 3)
4
κA
1
2−n e2ν (5a)
∂∂¯ν =
1
4(n− 2) |Λ|A
3−n
n−2 e2ν +
3− n
8
κA
1−n
n−2 e2ν (5b)
∂A∂[ln ∂A] = 2∂ν∂A (5c)
∂¯A∂¯[ln ∂¯A] = 2∂¯ν∂¯A (5d)
where ∂ and ∂¯ denote partial differentiation with respect to ω and ω¯ respectively. For
nonzero Λ or κ, equations (5c) and (5d) can be integrated to give e2ν = A′f ′g′, where
A = A(f(ω) + g(ω¯)) with f and g being arbitrary functions of the complex variables. The
remaining equation (5a) for A becomes an ODE.
Were the brane not present, we could use the fact that the metric depends only on the
combination f + g to make a coordinate transformation in the bulk which would give the
metric in the familiar simple canonical form
4
ds2 = Z2dx2κ − h(Z)dR2 −
dZ2
h(Z)
(6)
where dx2κ is now a constant curvature Lorentzian spacetime, and in general the function h
is
h(Z) = k2nZ
2 + κ− c
Z(n−3)
(7)
where we have encoded the cosmological constant in the form
k2n = −2
Λ
(n− 1)(n− 2) (8)
If c < 0, the metric becomes singular at the adS horizon, Z = 0. However, if c > 0, the
metric has the form of a euclidean Schwarzschild-adS black hole times a constant curvature
Minkowski geometry. The {R,Z} plane closes off at the ‘euclidean horizon’, defined by
h(Z+) = 0, where in order to avoid a conical singularity we must, in the usual fashion,
identify R as an angular coordinate with periodicity ∆R = 4π/h′(Z+). The geometry of the
{R,Z} sections is therefore (up to an asymptotic adS warp factor) the familiar “cigar” with
a smooth tip at Z+. This is the adS soliton considered by Horowitz and Myers [34].
The addition of the brane however requires that the Israel conditions be satisfied at
z = 0 in the original coordinates. These turn out to have a scaling symmetry ω → W (ω),
ω¯ →W (ω¯), hence we have a residual gauge freedom which allows us to specify one of f or g
as we wish. The net result is that our brane becomes some boundary of the bulk metric (6)
identified with the boundary of some other general bulk metric. The vortex (or ribbon), in
these coordinates, becomes a kink on this boundary as we shall see. Introducing the affine
parameter ζ which parametrizes geodesics on the brane normal to the vortex, the brane is
now given by the section (xµ, R(ζ), Z(ζ)) of the general bulk metric.
In an exactly analogous procedure to [22], we consider the Israel equations for the jump
in extrinsic curvature across the brane, as well as the normal component of the Einstein
equations, and thus obtain the equations of motion for the source:
Z ′2 = h¯− σ2nZ2 −
(
∆h
4σnZ
)2
(9a)
Z ′′ =
h¯′
2
− σ2nZ −
µn
2
σnZδ(ζ) +
1
Z
(
∆h
4σnZ
)2
− ∆h
′∆h
(4σnZ)2
+
µnδ(ζ)
2σnZ
(
∆h
4σnZ
)2
(9b)
ǫhR′ = σnZ (9c)
These equations are extremely general and therefore have some of their content disguised by
notation that should be defined. The brane and vortex tensions have for convenience been
normalized to
σn =
8πGnσ
2(n− 2) ; µn = 8πGnµ (10)
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respectively. Recall that we consider the brane to be the boundary (xµ, R(ζ), Z(ζ)) of two
distinct spacetimes: the (+) spacetime in z > 0 and the (−) spacetime in z < 0. Quantities
that are intrinsic to a given bulk spacetime acquire a suffix associated with that spacetime.
For example h+ corresponds to h in the (+) spacetime. Furthermore, for any such quantity
Q, we define the average and difference across the brane as follows:
Q¯ =
1
2
(Q+ +Q−) (11a)
∆Q = Q+ −Q− (11b)
Finally, the quantity ǫ in (9c) is related to the sign of the the normal to the boundary of the
bulk spacetime, the boundary of course being the brane. This normal is an ‘inward pointing’
normal, that is, its (contravariant) components point into the bulk which is being retained
on the (+) side of the boundary, and away from the retained bulk on the (−) side of the
boundary. For example, the boundary to the (+) spacetime has a normal pointing inwards
given by
na = ǫ+(0,−Z ′, R′) (12)
where ǫ+ can take values of ±1.
For simplicity, we will now assume our brane universe is Z2-symmetric (i.e., spacetime is
reflection symmetric around the wall). This has the effect that any intrinsic bulk quantity
Q loses its suffix and so Q¯→ Q and ∆Q→ 0. We also assume for now that the integration
constant, c, vanishes. Rewriting equation (9) for the trajectory of the source we obtain the
Z2-symmetric equations of motion:
Z ′2(ζ) =
(
k2n − σ2n
)
Z2 + κ (13a)
Z ′′(ζ) =
(
k2n − σ2n
)
Z − µn
2
σnZδ(ζ) (13b)
R′(ζ) =
σnZ
(k2nZ
2 + κ)
(13c)
For example, the Randall-Sundrum domain wall (in n-dimensions) is given by setting
κ = µ = 0 (flat, no vortex) and σn = kn. The bulk metric is then
ds2 = Z2(dt2 − dx2i − k2ndR2)−
dZ2
k2nZ
2
(14)
and we have the solution Z = Z0 a constant, and kR = ζ/Z0. Letting Z0 = 1, and
Z = e−knz gives the usual RS coordinates. Replacing the Minkowski metric (in brackets) by
an arbitrary (n− 1)-dimensional metric gives the usual relation between Newton’s constant
in n and n− 1 dimensions for the RS universe:
Gn−1 =
(n− 3)
2
knGn =
(n− 3)
2
σnGn (15)
a relationship confirmed by the perturbative analysis of [5,12] for the critical brane, and [35]
for the de Sitter brane.
Before turning to the instanton solutions, we will remark on a few straightforward domain
ribbon solutions in order to gain an understanding of the geometrical effect of the ribbon.
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III. SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
In this section we examine the solutions to (13), exploring their qualitative features as
well as some useful illustrative special cases. To start, note that the Z-equation (13a) can
be integrated (away from the vortex) to give
Z =


1
2
√
a
[
e±
√
a(ζ−ζ0) − κe∓√a(ζ−ζ0)
]
a > 0
Z0 ± κζ a = 0, κ = 0, 1
1√
|a| cos±
√
|a|(ζ − ζ0) a < 0, κ = 1 only
(16)
where a = k2n − σ2n, which is zero for a critical wall, and is positive (negative) for a sub
(super) critical wall respectively. In the absence of the vortex, a critical wall is one with
a Minkowski induced metric, and is the original RS scenario [4,5], a supercritical wall is
one which has a de-Sitter induced metric, and can be regarded as an inflating cosmology
[21], whereas the subcritical wall has an adS induced metric, and has only recently been
considered from the phenomenological point of view [36]. In addition, also away from the
vortex, we can use (13c) and the root of (13a) to obtain an equation for R(Z) which is easily
integrated to yield
2kn(R− R0) = ±


ln (1 + k2nZ
2) κ = 1, a = 0
ln
∣∣∣kn√1+aZ2−σn
kn
√
1+aZ2+σn
∣∣∣ κ = 1, a 6= 0
− 2σn
kn
√
aZ
κ = 0, a > 0
2 tan−1
(
kn
√
1+aZ2
σn
)
κ = −1, a > 0.
(17)
where the choice of signs refers to the sign of Z ′(ζ). Note that these trajectories are invariant
under euclideanization of the metric, therefore instanton trajectories will also have this form.
In order to see how these trajectories embed into the bulk of adS spacetime, it is useful
to transform into conformal coordinates, {t˜, x˜, u} in which the metric is conformally flat:
ds2 =
1
k2nu
2
[
dt˜2 − dx˜2 − du2
]
(18)
For the κ = 1 spacetimes which we will need to construct the braneworld instantons, this
requires the bulk coordinate transformation
knu = e
knR/
√
1 + k2nZ
2 (19a)(
t˜, x˜
)
= knuZ (sinh t, cosh tnn−2) (19b)
(where nn−2 is the unit vector in (n − 2) dimensions). Under such a transformation the
trajectories R(Z) in (17) become in general of the form
(u∓ u0)2 + x˜2 − t2 = u21 (20)
for nonzero a, where
u0 =
σn
kn
u1 =
σn
kn
eknR0
|a|1/2 (21)
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0 < ζ
ζ < 0
u
BULK
BULK ζ < 0
u
BULK
BULK
0 < ζ
(a) Subcritical wall centered on −u0. (b) Subcritical wall centered on +u0.
u
BULK
BULK
0 < ζ
ζ < 0
u
0 < ζ
ζ < 0
BULK
BULK
(c) Critical wall. (d) Supercritical wall.
FIG. 1. Wall trajectories given by equation 20, in euclidean signature. In each case the location
of the bulk spacetime is indicated. In addition we have the simple critical wall trajectory given by
u = const. Here the bulk lies to the right of the wall.
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i.e., the braneworlds (20) have the form of hyperboloids (or spheres in the euclidean section)
in the conformal metric (18).
For subcritical walls, i.e., σn < kn, u0 < u1, and both branches of the hyperboloid (20)
are allowed, which both intersect the adS boundary – see figure 1(a,b). An analysis of the
normals to the braneworld shows that for a positive tension Z2-symmetric braneworld, the
upper root Z ′ > 0 corresponds to keeping the interior of the hyperboloid, whereas for Z ′ < 0
the exterior is kept. Supercritical walls on the other hand have only the upper root for u0,
and as u0 > u1 in a euclidean signature they represent spheres which are entirely contained
within the adS spacetime, the interior of the hyperboloid (or sphere) being kept for a positive
tension braneworld (see figure 1(d)). For a critical wall, σn = kn there are once again two
possible trajectories, one having the form of (20) but with u0 = u1 = e
knR0/2kn (figure 1(c)),
and the other having u = const. – the RS braneworld.
To put a vortex on the braneworld, we require solutions with nonzero µn, and hence
a discontinuity in Z ′. To achieve this, we simply patch together different branches of the
solutions (16) for ζ > 0 and ζ < 0. We immediately see that critical and supercritical
walls can only support a vortex if κ = 1, i.e., if the induced metric on the vortex itself is a
de-Sitter universe. A subcritical wall on the other hand can support all induced geometries
on the vortex. Defining k2n−1 = |a|, these trajectories are
Z =


1
2kn−1
[
eα−kn−1|ζ| − κekn−1|ζ|−α
]
subcritical wall
Z0 − |ζ | critical wall (κ = 1)
1
kn−1
cos (kn−1|ζ |+ β) supercritical wall (κ = 1)
(22)
where
µn =


4kn−1
σn
[
e2α+κ
e2α−κ
]
κ = ±1, 0 subcritical wall
4
knZ0
critical wall
4kn−1
σn
tanβ supercritical wall
(23)
respectively.
A particularly useful example, for the purposes of illustrating the geometry of the rib-
bon, is to consider a vacuum bulk spacetime, which will obviously represent a supercritical
braneworld. This removes any question of the warping of the bulk due to the cosmological
constant, and shows particularly clearly the similarities and differences between the ribbon
spacetime, an isolated vortex, and a domain wall in (n− 1)-dimensional de-Sitter spacetime
(the supercritical braneworld).
The case where there is no bulk cosmological constant has kn = 0, hence kn−1 = σn, and
a pure domain wall universe would be a hyperboloid [37] – an accelerating bubble of proper
radius σ−1n in Minkowski spacetime, for which κ = 1. For future comparison, we also note
that a pure δ-function vortex solution in a vacuum spacetime has a conical deficit metric
ds2 = dt2 − dx2 − dρ2 −
(
1− ∆θ
2π
)2
ρ2dθ2 (24)
where ∆θ ≃ µn for small µn [38].
Reading off the domain ribbon trajectory from (22) gives in (R,Z) space
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Z =
1
σn
√
16 + µ2n
[4 cos(σnζ)− µn sin(σn|ζ |)] (25a)
R =
1
σn
√
16 + µ2n
[4 sin(σnζ)± µn[cos(σnζ)− 1]] (25b)
preserving the region Z < Z(ζ) of the bulk:
ds2 = Z2
[
dt2 − cosh2t dΩ2n−3
]
− dZ2 − dR2 (26)
This is of course simply a coordinate transformation of Minkowski spacetime, with the
appropriate limit of (19) being (t˜, x˜) = (Z sinh t, Zn cosh t). Transforming into Minkowski
coordinates therefore, we find that the vacuum braneworld domain ribbon is given by two
copies of the interior of the sliced hyperboloid
x˜
2 − t˜2 +

|R|+ µn
σn
√
16 + µ2n


2
=
1
σ2n
(27)
If µn = 0 this is clearly the standard domain wall hyperboloid, however, for µn > 0
this now represents a hyperboloid which has had a slice of width 2µn/σn
√
16 + µ2n removed
from it (see figure 2). This corresponds rather well with the intuitive notion that walls are
obtained by slicing and gluing spacetimes, and looking at a constant time slice (figure 3) we
also see how the domain ribbon looks like a vortex, with the identifications giving rise to
a conical deficit angle in terms of the overall n-dimensional spacetime. A crucial difference
here however appears to be that we can have an arbitrarily large energy per unit length of
this vortex, as we simply cut out more and more of the hyperboloid. In terms of the conical
deficit, we find
∆θ = 4 tan−1 µn/4 (28)
and therefore the deficit angle approaches 2π only as µn approaches infinity! Contrast this
with the spacetime of a pure vortex, (24), in which the deficit angle approaches 2π as µn ≃ 1
[39], clearly the ribbon is not behaving as a vortex for large µ. On the other hand, a domain
wall has the effect of compactifying its spatial sections (the interior of the hyperboloid) and
the transverse dimension only shrinks to zero size as the tension of the wall becomes infinite.
Therefore in this sense, the ribbon spacetime really does behave as a domain wall.
We can also write down the induced metric on the domain wall brane-universe:
ds2n−1 =
[4 cosσnζ − µn sin σn|ζ |]2
σ2n(16 + µ
2
n)
[
dt2 − cosh2 tdΩ2n−3
]
− dζ2 (29)
which is the metric of an (n−2)-dimensional domain wall in an (n−1)-dimensional de-Sitter
universe of tension
Gn−1T =
(n− 3)σnGn
2
µ (30)
i.e., with the identification (15) (using σn, rather than kn which is of course zero in this
case) T ≡ µ.
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FIG. 2. Constructing a domain ribbon on a vacuum domain wall. The hyperboloid interior
has a slice of thickness 2µn/σn
√
16 + µ2n removed from it, and is re-identified. The full spacetime
consists of a second copy identified across the hyperboloid.
Identify
β
FIG. 3. Taking a constant time slice through the vacuum domain wall plus vortex spacetime
shows how the deficit angle is built up.
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FIG. 4. A representation of the domain ribbon in a critical RS universe.
Having constructed this symmetric vacuum domain ribbon spacetime, we now see the
general principle involved in having a domain ribbon. Whereas the braneworld consists
of two segments of adS (or vacuum/dS) spacetime glued across a boundary, the domain
ribbon consists of two copies of an adS spacetime with a kinked boundary (which could
itself be viewed as two copies of an adS bulk glued together across a tensionless boundary
making a kink) identified together. Therefore a domain ribbon on a critical wall in conformal
coordinates is obviously the critical hyperboloid sliced by a critical flat RS wall (see figure
4). Once more, as µ increases, more and more of the hyperboloid is removed, with the
spacetime ‘disappearing’ only as µ→∞.
We can also construct a range of nested Randall-Sundrum type configurations, i.e., flat
ribbon geometries on adS braneworld trajectories within the bulk adS spacetime. From (17)
we see that a flat ribbon geometry requires a subcritical wall, which in conformal coordinates
has the form
x˜1 = ± σn
kn−1
(u− u0) (31)
For example, the original RSI domain ribbon would have the form (taking the universal
covering) of a sawtooth trajectory:
R = 2j(u1 − u0) σn
kn−1
± σn
kn−1
(u− u0) j ∈ Z (32)
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with alternate positive and negative tension ribbons. Similarly, one can construct a nested
GRS scenario [40] :
u =
{
u0 − kn−1|R|σn |R| < σnkn−1 (u1 − u0)
u1 otherwise
(33)
although whether this displays a quasilocal graviton is not so easy to determine.
In principle one can construct all sorts of nested multibrane scenarios, however one
suspects that the more baroque the model, the less stable or useful it is likely to be.
IV. INSTANTONS AND TUNNELING ON THE BRANE
Traditionally, instantons correspond to classical euclidean solutions to the equations of
motion. In many cases, they represent a quantum tunneling from a metastable false vacuum
to a true vacuum. In [31], Coleman and de Luccia discussed the effect of gravity on these
decays. Such processes, of course have direct relevance for cosmology, as they correspond to
a first order phase transition, and hence a dramatic change in the structure of our universe.
In [31], the authors evaluated the probability of nucleation of a true vacuum bubble in
a false vacuum background. They focussed on two particular configurations: a flat bubble
spacetime in a de Sitter false vacuum; and an adS bubble spacetime in a flat false vacuum.
This was before the idea of large extra dimensions was fashionable, so the analysis was done
in just the usual four dimensions.
We now have the tools to develop these ideas in a brane world set up. To replicate
the configurations of [31], we just have to patch together our wall trajectories in the right
way. Recall that these trajectories are given by equation (20), along with the critical wall
solution, u = const. In euclidean signature, the former are shaped like spheres and were
illustrated in figure 1. However, when patching these solutions together, we should be aware
of a slight subtlety. In equation (13b), the µnσnδ(ζ) term does not make sense if we have
walls of different type either side of the vortex. Suppose we have a wall of tension σ+n in
ζ > 0, and σ−n in ζ < 0, we must then modify equation (13b) by replacing σn with σ¯n, where
σ¯n =
σ+n + σ
−
n
2
(34)
It is easy to see that this is the right thing to do. Regard the vortex as a thin wall limit of
some even energy distribution. Mathematically, this corresponds to µnδ(ζ) being the limit
of some even function µnf(ζ). The weight of the distribution is the same on either side of
ζ = 0, so we pick up the average of the wall tensions.
We are now in a position to reproduce the work of [31] in our higher dimensional
environment. Let us consider first the decay of a de Sitter false vacuum, and the nucleation
of a flat bubble spacetime.
A. Nucleation of a flat bubble spacetime in a de Sitter false vacuum
We now describe the brane world analogue of the nucleation of a flat bubble spacetime in
a de Sitter false vacuum. The de Sitter false vacuum is given by a supercritical wall of tension
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FIG. 5. An example of a critical-supercritical wall “bounce” solution. This looks like a flat
bubble spacetime has nucleated on a de Sitter wall.
σdSn > kn with no vortex (see figure 1(d)). This metastable state decays into a “bounce”
configuration given by a critical wall (tension σflatn = kn) patched on to a supercritical wall
(tension σdSn > kn). If we are to avoid generating an unphysical negative tension vortex we
must patch together trajectories in the following way:
Z =


1
kdS
n−1
cos(kdSn−1ζ − ζ0) ζ > 0
ζ + 1
kdS
n−1
cos ζ0 ζ < 0
(35)
where (kdSn−1)
2 = (σdSn )
2 − k2n. The vortex tension µ, is related to the constant ζ0 in the
following way:
µnσ¯n
2kdSn−1
= sec ζ0 − tan ζ0 (36)
It is useful to have a geometrical picture of this bounce solution. We just patch together
the u = const. critical wall trajectory and the supercritical wall trajectory given by figure
1(d) to get figure 5. Note that we have two copies of the bulk spacetime because we imposed
Z2-symmetry across the walls.
It is natural to calculate the probability, P, that this flat bubble spacetime does indeed
nucleate on the de Sitter wall.
P ∝ e−B (37)
where B is the difference between the euclidean actions of the bounce solution and the false
vacuum solution, that is:
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B = Sbounce − Sfalse (38)
Given our geometrical picture it is straightforward to write down an expression for the
bounce action:
Sbounce = Sbulk + Sflat + SdS + Svortex (39)
where the contribution from the bulk, critical wall (flat), supercritical wall (de Sitter), and
vortex are as follows
Sbulk = − 1
16πGn
∫
bulk
dnx
√
g(R− 2Λ) (40a)
Sflat = − 1
16πGn
∫
flat
dn−1x
√
h(−2∆K − 4(n− 2)σflatn ) (40b)
SdS = − 1
16πGn
∫
dS
dn−1x
√
h(−2∆K − 4(n− 2)σdSn ) (40c)
Svortex = µ
∫
vortex
dn−2x
√
γ = − 1
16πGn
∫
vortex
dn−2x
√
γ(−2µn) (40d)
Note that ∆K, the jump in the trace of the extrinsic curvature across the wall, contains the
Gibbons-Hawking boundary term [41] for each side of the wall, and hab, γµν are the induced
metrics on the wall and vortex respectively. We should point out that due to the presence
of the vortex, there is a delta function in the extrinsic curvature that exactly cancels off the
contribution of Svortex. The expression for Sfalse is similar except that there is no flat wall or
vortex contribution, and no delta function in the extrinsic curvature. After some calculation
(see Appendix), we find that our probability term, B is given by:
B =
4k2−nn Ωn−2
16πGn

In −
(
1
n− 1
)(
kn cos ζ0
kdSn−1
)n−1 (41)
where Ωn−2 is the volume of an (n− 2) sphere and the integral In is given by:
In =
∫ uc
u0−u1
du
(
u0
[ρ(u)]n−3
un−1
− [ρ(u)]
n−1
un
)
(42)
where
u0 =
σdSn
(kdSn−1)2
(σdSn + kn sin ζ0)uc (43a)
u1 =
kn
σdSn
u0 (43b)
ρ(u) =
√
u21 − (u− u0)2 (43c)
Note that uc is an arbitrary constant so we are free to choose it as we please (think of the
flat wall as being at u = uc). This integral is non trivial and although we can in principle
solve it for any integer n it would not be instructive to do so. Instead, we will restrict our
attention to the case where n = 5. This means that our braneworld is four dimensional, so
comparisons with [31] are more natural. Given that Ω3 = 2π
2, we find that:
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B =
8π2k−35
16πG5
[
log
[
σdS5 + k5 sin ζ0
σdS5 + k5
]
− 1
2
(
k5 cos ζ0
kdS4
)2
+
k5σ
dS
5
(kdS4 )
2
(1− sin ζ0)
]
(44)
Equation (36) in five dimensions enables us to replace the trigonometric functions using:
cos ζ0 =
2λ
1 + λ2
(45a)
sin ζ0 =
1− λ2
1 + λ2
(45b)
where
λ =
µ5σ¯5
2kdS4
(46)
This leads to a complicated expression. It is perhaps more instructive to examine the
behaviour for small µ i.e., in the regime where we have a vortex with a low energy density.
In this regime we find that:
B =
256π5
(kdS4 )
6
(G5σ¯5)
3µ4 +O(µ5) = 256π
5
(kdS4 )
6
(G¯4)
3µ4 +O(µ5) (47)
where G¯4 is the average of the four dimensional Newton’s constants on the flat wall and the
de Sitter wall. The presence of this average as opposed to a single four dimensional Newton’s
constant is due to the difference in brane tension on either side of the vortex. From equation
(15) we see that this induces a difference in the Newton’s constants on each wall.
We now compare this to the result we would have got had we assumed no extra dimen-
sions. The analogous probability term, B′, is calculated in [31]. When the energy density
of the bubble wall, µ, is small, we now find that1:
B′ =
256π5
(k4)6
(G4)
3µ4 +O(µ5) (48)
If we associate G4 in equation (48) with G¯4 in equation (47) we see that the approach of
[31], where no extra dimensions are present, yields exactly the same result to the braneworld
setup, at least for small µ.
Before we move on to discuss alternative instanton solutions we should note that in the
above analysis we have assumed π
2
> ζ0 > 0. The bounce solution presented is therefore
really only valid if we have λ < 1. However, the extension to regions where λ > 1 corresponds
to allowing ζ0 to take negative values and everything holds.
1In order to reproduce equation (48) using separating a flat bubble spacetime and a de Sitter
spacetime whose radius of curvature is 1k4 . Then substitute into the relevant equations and take µ
to be small.
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FIG. 6. An example of a subcritical-critical wall “bounce” solution. This looks like an adS
bubble spacetime has nucleated on a flat wall.
B. Nucleation of an adS bubble spacetime in a flat false vacuum
We now turn our attention to the decay of a flat false vacuum, and the nucleation of an
adS bubble spacetime. The braneworld analogue of the flat false vacuum is given by a critical
wall of tension σflatn = kn with no vortex (u = const). This decays into a new “bounce”
configuration given by a subcritical wall (tension σadSn < kn) patched onto a critical wall
(tension σflatn = kn). Again, in order to avoid generating an unphysical vortex, we must
patch together trajectories in the following way:
Z =


ζ + 1
kadS
n−1
sinh ζ0 ζ > 0
1
kadS
n−1
sinh(kadSn−1ζ + ζ0) ζ < 0
(49)
where (kadSn−1)
2 = k2n − (σadSn )2. The vortex tension µ is related to the constant ζ0 in the
following way:
µnσ¯n
2kadSn−1
= cothζ0 − cosechζ0 (50)
By patching together u = const. and figure 1(a) we again obtain a geometrical picture of
our bounce solution (see figure 6).
As before we now consider the probability term, B, given by the difference between
the euclidean actions of the bounce and the false vacuum. We shall not go into great
detail here as the calculation is very similar to that in the previous section. We should
emphasize, however, that the bounce action will include as before an Einstein-Hilbert action
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with negative cosmological constant in the bulk, a Gibbons Hawking surface term on each
wall, and tension contributions from each wall and the vortex. Again we find that the delta
function in the extrinsic curvature of the brane exactly cancels off the contribution from the
vortex tension. The false vacuum action omits the adS wall and vortex contributions, and
contains no delta functions from extrinsic curvature. Recall that in each case we have two
copies of the bulk spacetime because of Z2-symmetry across the wall.
This time, we find that our probability term, B, is given by:
B =
4k2−nn Ωn−2
16πGn

In +
(
1
n− 1
)(
kn sinh ζ0
kadSn−1
)n−1 (51)
where the integral In is now given by:
In =
∫ uc
−u0+u1
du
(
u0
[ρ(u)]n−3
un−1
+
[ρ(u)]n−1
un
)
(52)
where uc is an arbitrary constant corresponding to the position of the flat wall, and
u0 =
σadSn
(kadSn−1)2
(σdSn + kn cosh ζ0)uc (53)
u1 =
kn
σadSn
u0 (54)
ρ(u) =
√
u21 − (u+ u0)2 (55)
Again, although we could in principle solve this integral for any positive integer n, we shall
restrict our attention to n = 5. In this case we now find that:
B =
8π2k−35
16πG5
[
− log
[
σadS5 + k5 cosh ζ0
σadS5 + k5
]
+
1
2
(
k5 sinh ζ0
kadS4
)2
+
k5σ
adS
5
(kadS4 )
2
(1− cosh ζ0)
]
(56)
We can now replace the hyperbolic functions using equation (50):
sinh ζ0 =
2λ
1− λ2 (57a)
cosh ζ0 =
1 + λ2
1− λ2 (57b)
where
λ =
µ5σ¯5
2kadS4
(58)
This is again an ugly expression. It is more interesting to examine the behaviour at small
µ:
B =
256π5
(kadS4 )
6
(G5σ¯5)
3µ4 +O(µ5) = 256π
5
(kadS4 )
6
(G¯4)
3µ4 +O(µ5) (59)
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This is very similar to what we had for the nucleation of a flat bubble spacetime in a de
Sitter false vacuum with G¯4 now representing the average of the Newton’s constants on the
adS wall and the flat wall. Again we compare this to the result from [31] where we have
no extra dimensions. When the energy density of the bubble wall is small, the expression
for the probability term is again given by equation (48), where 1
k4
now corresponds to the
radius of curvature of the adS spacetime. Once again we see that the braneworld result
agrees exactly with [31] in the small µ limit, provided we associate G4 with G¯4.
Note that again we have assumed ζ0 > 0 and therefore, the bounce solution given here
is only valid for λ < 1. The extension to λ > 1 is more complicated than for the nucleation
of the flat bubble in the previous section. We now have to patch together figure 1(b) and
figure 1(c). However, in [31], the analogue of λ > 1 violates conservation of energy as one
tunnels from the false vacuum to the new configuration. In the braneworld set up we should
examine what happens as λ approaches unity from below. In this limit, ζ0 becomes infinite,
and the adS bubble encompasses the entire brane. The probability, P, of this happening is
zero and so there is no vacuum decay. Beyond this, in analogy with [31], we would suspect
that the energy of the false vacuum is insufficient to allow the nucleation of a bubble with a
large wall energy density. This is indeed the case. When we calculate the probability term,
B, for the adS bubble in a flat, spherical false vacuum, we find that it is divergent and the
probability of bubble nucleation vanishes. This divergence comes from the fact that the false
vacuum touches the adS boundary whereas the bounce solution does not.
Finally, we could also have created an adS bubble in a flat spacetime using a κ = 0
vortex. However, it is of no interest since the probability of bubble nucleation is exponentially
suppressed by the vortex volume.
C. Ekpyrotic Instantons
The notion of the Ekpyrotic universe [32] proposes that the Hot Big Bang came about
as the result of a collision between two braneworlds. The model claims to solve many of the
problems facing cosmology without the need for inflation. Although the authors work mainly
in the context of heterotic M theory, they acknowledge that an intuitive understanding can
be gained by considering Randall-Sundrum type braneworlds. In this context, we regard the
pre-Big Bang era in the following way. We start off with two branes of equal and opposite
tension: the hidden brane of positive tension, σ, and the visible brane of negative tension,
−σ. A bulk brane with a small positive tension, ǫ
2
, then “peels off” the hidden brane causing
its tension to fall to σ − ǫ. The bulk brane is then drawn towards our universe, the visible
brane, until it collides with us, giving rise to the Hot Big Bang.
The process of “peeling off” is not really considered in great detail in [32]. They suggest
that the hidden brane undergoes a small instanton transition with the nucleation of a bubble
containing a new hidden brane with decreased tension, and the bulk brane. The walls of
this bubble then expand at the speed of light until it envelopes all of the old hidden brane.
Given that all the branes in this model are critical we can illustrate the instanton solution
in the simplified RS set-up by using a suitable combination of critical wall solutions. In
conformal coordinates, critical walls look like planes (u = const) or spheres (see figure 1(c)).
In describing the Ekpyrotic instanton we present the visible and hidden branes (old and new)
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FIG. 7. The Ekpyrotic Instanton
as planes. The bulk brane is given by a sphere that intersects the hidden brane, separating
the old and new branches (see figure 7).
Given this geometrical picture we can calculate the probability of tunneling to this con-
figuration from the initial two brane state. We proceed much as we did in the previous
section, and obtain the following expression for the probability term:
B =
π2ǫ
4
(
3
k3
ln(1 + k2Z20 )−
2k−2Z20
1 + k2Z20
− Z
2
0
k2
− Z
4
0
4
)
+O(ǫ2) (60)
where k is related to the cosmological constant in the bulk of the initial state (Λ = −6k2),
and Z0 is a free parameter related to the “size” of the bubble: the larger the value of Z0, the
larger the bubble. We should not be worried by this freedom in Z0, as we are working with
Randall-Sundrum braneworlds which are much simpler than the M5 branes of heterotic M
theory. When we return to the M theory context, we lose a number of degrees of freedom and
one might expect the value of Z0 to be fixed. However, since we are dealing with a “small’
instanton, we might expect Z0 itself to be small, and the probability term approximates to
the following:
B =
π2
16
ǫZ40 +O(ǫ2,Z60) (61)
We should once again stress however, that this is an extremely simple and naive calculation
that ignores any dynamics of the additional scalars, or other fields, that result from a five-
dimensional heterotic M-theory compactification [42]. Another point to note is that while
we can have a small brane peel off from the positive tension braneworld, we cannot have
one peel off from the negative tension braneworld, as a quick glance at figure 7 shows. Such
a brane, being critical, must have the form of a sphere grazing the adS boundary, which
therefore necessarily would intersect the positive tension brane as well.
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V. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have derived the general spacetime of an infinitesimally thin braneworld
containing a nested domain wall or domain ribbon. These results can be regarded as a
“zero-thickness” limit of some thick braneworld (and ribbon) field theory model, in much
the same way as the Randall-Sundrum model can be regarded as the limit of a thick brane.
The ribbon can therefore be interpreted as a kink in a scalar condensate living on the brane.
Cosmologically, this scalar plays the role of an inflaton, which can therefore potentially give
rise to an old inflationary model. In section IV we determined the instanton for false vacuum
decay, however, we found that the presence of the extra dimension does not ameliorate the
usual problems afflicting old inflation.
Given that these results were obtained in the absence of the adS soliton c-term, a natural
question might be to ask how they are modified for c 6= 0, in the canonical metric (6). The
adS soliton was originally investigated by Horowitz and Myers [34] in the context of a
modified positive energy conjecture in asymptotically locally adS spacetimes, and has also
been used to obtain braneworld solutions in six dimensions [43,44]. These models slice the
flat (κ = 0) soliton cigar in six dimensions at fixed ‘radius’ – which corresponds to a source
consisting of a superposition of a 4-brane and a smeared 3-brane (i.e., smearing out our
δ-function source throughout the 4-brane). In addition these papers also included 3-branes
located at the euclidean horizon Z+, via conical deficits in the R-coordinate.
Clearly we can use our formalism to re-localize the 3-brane of [43,44], as well as derive
more general braneworlds with arbitrary κ, tension σ, and overall spacetime dimension n.
Leaving a detailed study for later work, we now simply remark on the qualitative behaviour
of such braneworlds. The equations of motion (9) for a Z2-symmetric trajectory become:
Z ′2 = aZ2 + κ− c
Zn−3
(62a)
Z ′′ = aZ +
(
n− 3
2
)
c
Zn−2
− 4πGn
∑
i
µiσnZδ(ζ − ζi) (62b)
R′ =
σnZ
n−2
k2nZ
n−1 + κZn−3 − c (62c)
where a = k2n − σ2n as before, and (62b) now allows for a multitude of domain ribbons of
tension µi located at ζi.
We can quickly see the qualitative behaviour of solutions to these equations. The generic
trajectory (which must be periodic in R) will consist of two segments of Z(ζ) of opposite
gradient which patch together at a positive tension domain ribbon at R = 0, say, and a
negative tension domain ribbon at R = ∆R/2. This is exactly analogous to the usual
situation with a domain wall spacetime when we need both positive and negative tension
walls to form a compact extra dimension. However, we see that with the bulk “mass”
term, there are now also other possibilities, since (62a) now has at least one root for Z >
Z+, and in fact two for supercritical walls. This root corresponds to a zero of Z
′, and
hence the possibility for a smooth transition from the positive branch of Z ′ to the negative
branch. We can therefore form a trajectory which loops symmetrically around the cigar,
and has only one kink – which we can fix to be a positive tension vortex. Of course, the
tension of this vortex will be determined by the other parameters of the set-up: the bulk
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mass, cosmological constant and the braneworld tension, but this is no worse a fine tuning
than is already present in conventional RS models. Note that this is now distinct from a
domain wall on a compact extra dimension, as we can construct a domain ribbon spacetime
with only a single positive tension ribbon on all braneworld geometries i.e., with positive
(supercritical), zero (critical) or negative (subcritical) induced cosmological constants. In
addition, for a supercritical braneworld (i.e., a positive induced cosmological constant) we
have the possibility of dispensing with the ribbon altogether, and having a smooth trajectory
with two roots of Z ′, where the braneworld smoothly wraps the cigar, although this requires
a fine tuned mass term.
In all cases the induced braneworld geometry has the form
ds2 = Z2(ζ)
[
dX2n−2
]
κ
− dζ2 (63)
(where of course ζ has a finite range). The energy momentum tensor of this spacetime is
8πGn−1T µν =
[
−(n− 3)Z
′′
Z
− (n− 3)(n− 4)
2
(Z ′2 − κ)
Z2
+
(n− 3)
2
µnσnδ(ζ)
]
δµν
= −(n− 3)
2
[
(n− 2)a+ c
Zn−1
− µnσnδ(ζ)
]
δµν (64a)
8πGn−1T
ζ
ζ = −
(n− 2)(n− 3)
2
(Z ′2 − κ)
Z2
= −(n− 2)(n− 3)
2
(
a− c
Zn−1
)
(64b)
which has three distinct components: A cosmological constant (the a-term) which reflects
the lack of criticality of the braneworld when it is nonvanishing. The domain ribbon terms
(µi) when present indicate the presence of a nested (n− 3)-brane – note the normalization
is precisely correct for the induced (n − 1)-dimensional Newton’s constant. And the final
c-term is in fact a negative stress-energy tensor, which is of Casimir form, and can be directly
associated to the Casimir energy of the CFT living in the braneworld, in the same way as the
stress-tensor of the radiation cosmology obtained by slicing a standard Schwarzschild-adS
black hole can be interpreted as the energy of the CFT at finite Hawking temperature on
the braneworld [24].
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APPENDIX A: DETAILS OF INSTANTON CALCULATION
In section IV we calculated the probability of bubble nucleation in a number of
braneworld situations. The details of these calculations are remarkably similar for both
the flat bubble and the AdS bubble. In this Appendix we shall present the calculation for
the flat bubble spacetime forming in a de Sitter false vacuum.
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Consider now equations (40a-d). Our solution satisfies the equations of motion both in
the bulk and on the brane. The bulk equations of motion are just Einstein’s equations (in
euclidean signature) with a negative cosmological constant:
Rab − 1
2
Rgab = −Λgab (A1)
from which we can quickly obtain
R − 2Λ = 4Λ
n− 2 = −2(n− 1)k
2
n (A2)
where we have used the relation (8). The brane equations of motion are just the Israel
equations given that we have a brane tension and a nested domain wall:
∆Kµν −∆Khµν = 8πGnσhµν + 8πGnµδ(ζ)γµν (A3)
where σ is σflat and σdS on the flat and de Sitter walls respectively. We can therefore read
off the following expression:
∆K = −2(n− 1)σn − µnδ(ζ) (A4)
where we have also used (10). We are now ready to calculate the action. Inserting (A2) and
(A4) in (40), we immediately see that the contribution from the vortex is cancelled off by
the delta function in the extrinsic curvature and we are left with
Sbounce =
2(n− 1)k2n
16πGn
∫
bulk
dnx
√
g − 4σ
flat
n
16πGn
∫
flat
dn−1x
√
h− 4σ
dS
n
16πGn
∫
dS
dn−1x
√
h (A5)
The expression for Sfalse is similar except that there is of course no flat wall contribution
and the limits for the bulk and de Sitter brane integrals run over the whole of the de Sitter
sphere interior and surface respectively.
Working in euclidean conformal coordinates (i.e., the metric (18) rotated to euclidean
signature) the bulk measure is simply
√
gdnx =
ρn−2
(knu)n
du dρ dΩn−2 (A6)
where dΩn−2 is the measure on a unit n− 2 sphere. From (20) and (43), the de Sitter wall
is given by
(u− u0)2 + ρ2 = u21 (A7)
so the induced metric on this wall is given by:
ds2n−1 =
1
k2nu
2

( knu0
σdSn ρ(u)
)2
du2 + ρ(u)2dΩn−2

 (A8)
where ρ(u) is given in (43c). As we did for the bulk, we can now read off the de Sitter wall
measure:
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√
hdn−1x = u1
ρ(u)n−3
(knu)n−1
du dΩn−2 . (A9)
Now consider the flat wall. This is given by u = uc where uc is given by (43a), and the
measure can be easily seen to be
√
hdn−1x =
ρn−2
(knuc)n−1
dρ dΩn−2. (A10)
Now we are ready to evaluate the probability term B = Sbounce − Sfalse. Given each of
the measures we have just calculated and taking care to get the limits of integration right for
both the bounce action and the false vacuum action, we arrive at the following expression:
B = −4(n− 1)k
2
n
16πGn
Ωn−2
∫ uc
u0−u1
du
∫ ρ(u)
0
dρ
ρn−2
(knu)n
− 4σ
flat
n
16πGn
Ωn−2
∫ ρ(uc)
0
dρ
ρn−2
(knuc)n−1
+
4σdSn
16πGn
Ωn−2
∫ uc
u0−u1
duu1
ρ(u)n−3
(knu)n−1
(A11)
We should note that we have a factor of two in the bulk part of the above equation arising
from the fact that we have two copies of the bulk spacetime. If we use the fact that:
ρ(uc) =
knuc
kdSn−1
cos ζ0 (A12)
along with σflatn = kn and equation (43b), we can simplify (A11) to arrive at equation (41).
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